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Vacuolar protein sorting-35 (VPS35) is essential for endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of membrane proteins. Mutations in the VPS35 gene
have been identified in patients with autosomal dominant PD. However, it remains poorly understood if and how VPS35 deficiency or
mutation contributes to PD pathogenesis. Here we provide evidence that links VPS35 deficiency to PD-like neuropathology. VPS35 was
expressed in mouse dopamine (DA) neurons in substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and STR (striatum)—regions that are PD
vulnerable. VPS35-deficient mice exhibited PD-relevant deficits including accumulation of �-synuclein in SNpc-DA neurons, loss of DA
transmitter and DA neurons in SNpc and STR, and impairment of locomotor behavior. Further mechanical studies showed that VPS35-
deficient DA neurons or DA neurons expressing PD-linked VPS35 mutant (D620N) had impaired endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of
lysosome-associated membrane glycoprotein 2a (Lamp2a) and accelerated Lamp2a degradation. Expression of Lamp2a in VPS35-
deficient DA neurons reduced �-synuclein, supporting the view for Lamp2a as a receptor of chaperone-mediated autophagy to be critical
for �-synuclein degradation. These results suggest that VPS35 deficiency or mutation promotes PD pathogenesis and reveals a crucial
pathway, VPS35-Lamp2a-�-synuclein, to prevent PD pathogenesis.
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Introduction
PD, the second most common progressive neurodegenerative
disorder, is pathologically characterized by DA neuronal loss and

accumulation of �-synuclein-containing Lewy bodies. Muta-
tions in numerous genes have been identified in PD patients. For
example, mutations in �-synuclein (also called Park1) and
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Significance Statement

VPS35 is a key component of the retromer complex that is essential for endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of membrane proteins.
Mutations in the VPS35 gene have been identified in patients with PD. However, if and how VPS35 deficiency or mutation
contributes to PD pathogenesis remains unclear. We demonstrated that VPS35 deficiency or mutation (D620N) in mice leads to
�-synuclein accumulation and aggregation in the substantia nigra, accompanied with DA neurodegeneration. VPS35-deficient
DA neurons exhibit impaired endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a, which may contribute to the reduced �-synuclein degra-
dation through chaperone-mediated autophagy. These results suggest that VPS35 deficiency or mutation promotes PD pathogen-
esis, and reveals a crucial pathway, VPS35-Lamp2a-�-synuclein, to prevent PD pathogenesis.
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leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2, or Park8) cause autosomal
dominant PD, and mutations in parkin (Park2), DJ-1 (Park7),
Pink1 (Park6), and ATP13A2 have been linked to autosomal re-
cessive PD (Savitt et al., 2006; von Coelln et al., 2006; Gasser,
2007). Investigation of the function of these genes and mutant
proteins has revealed pathophysiological mechanisms for both
familial and sporadic PD (Savitt et al., 2006; Gasser, 2007; Lee et
al., 2012).

Vacuolar protein sorting-35 (VPS35; also called Park17) is a
key component of the retromer complex. The retromer, initially
identified in yeast, is evolutionally conserved across different spe-
cies, including Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila, mouse, and
human. It contains two subprotein complexes: the cargo-
selective subcomplex that consists of a trimer of VPS35, VPS29,
and VPS26, and the membrane deformation subcomplex that
consists of sortin nexin dimers (Seaman, 2005; Bonifacino and
Hurley, 2008; van Weering et al., 2010). The retromer plays an
essential role in endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of membrane pro-
teins. Numerous transmembrane proteins/receptors have been
identified as retromer cargos, which include VPS10/sortilin

family proteins (Seaman, 2005), cation-independent mannose
6-phosphate receptor (CI-M6PR; Seaman, 2004), mammalian
iron transporter DMT1 (Tabuchi et al., 2010), C. elegans phago-
cytosis receptor Ced1 (Chen et al., 2010), APP (Vieira et al.,
2010), APP processing �1 secretase (Wen et al., 2011), Wntless
(Belenkaya et al., 2008; Pan et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008), �2-
adrenergic receptor (Temkin et al., 2011), type 1 receptor for
parathyroid hormone (Feinstein et al., 2011), and AMPA-type
glutamate receptors (Munsie et al., 2015). Intriguingly, muta-
tions in the VPS35 gene are identified in autosomal dominant PD
patients (Vilarino-Guell et al., 2011; Zimprich et al., 2011).
VPS35 protein is reduced in the substantia nigra of PD patients
(MacLeod et al., 2013) and in the hippocampus of AD patients
(Small et al., 2005). These clinical investigations demonstrate
VPS35/retromer abnormality in both PD and AD, suggesting that
VPS35/retromer dysfunction or deficiency may be a risk factor
for the pathogenesis of both PD and AD. Whereas the in vivo
evidence for VPS35 deficiency in mice to promote AD pathogen-
esis has been shown (Wen et al., 2011), it lacks evidence for
VPS35 deficiency to contribute to PD pathogenesis in mice.

In this paper, we provide evidence that links VPS35 deficiency to
PD-relevant neuropathology. Hemizygous deletion of the VPS35
gene results in PD-relevant deficits including accumulation of
�-synuclein protein in substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc)-DA
neurons; reduction of DA transmitter, TH protein, and DA neurons
in SNpc and STR (striatum); and impairment of locomotor behav-
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Figure 1. Expression of VPS35 in DA neurons. A, Detection of the �-gal activity (blue color) in VPS35 �/� SNpc, VTA, red nucleus (RN), STR, and hippocampus CA3 at P45. cc, Corpus callosum. The
�-gal activity is used as a reporter for VPS35’s expression, because the LacZ gene is inserted in the intron of the VPS35 gene in VPS35 �/� mouse. Scale bar, 200 �m. B, Detection of the �-gal activity
in VPS35 �/� VM from different aged mice (E18.5, P10, P70, and P360). In young adult brain (e.g., P70), �-gal activity reached the peak level in VTA and SNpc, which remained positive in 1-year-old
or older mice. Scale bars, 200 �m. C, Western blot analysis of retromer complex VPS35 (�90 kDa) and VPS26 (�36 kDa) protein levels in homogenates of Hip, Ctx, VM, and STR of 8-month-old
VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� brains. Note that �50% reductions in both VPS35 and VPS26 protein levels were detected in homogenates from VPS35 �/� brain samples. D, Coimmunofluorescence
labeling of TH (green) and VPS35 (red) in the SNpc brain sections from 2-month-old (2 M) VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice. The VPS35 immunoreactivity is reduced in TH � neurons from VPS35 �/�

SNpc (right). Insets marked by yellow dashed rectangles are amplified images. Scale bars: 80 �m; inset, 10 �m. PFC, prefrontal cortex; IB, immunoblot.
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ior. We also found that VPS35-deficient DA neurons exhibit altera-
tions in lysosome morphology with enlarged lysosome-associated
membrane glycoprotein 1 (Lamp1�), but reduced Lamp2a� vesi-
cles. The Lamp2a reduction was associated with the �-synuclein
increase in VPS35-deficient DA neurons. Expression of Lamp2a into
VPS35-deficient DA neurons reduced �-synuclein, supporting the
view for Lamp2a as a receptor of chaperone-mediated autophagy
(CMA) essential for �-synuclein degradation. Intriguingly, VPS35/
retromer deficiency or mutation (D620N) impaired the endosome-
to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a, thus accelerating its lysosomal
degradation. These results suggest that VPS35 is a critical regulator of

Lamp2a in DA neurons, which may underlie VPS35 deficiency-
promoted PD pathology.

Materials and Methods
Animals and behavior tests. VPS35 mutant mice have been described previ-
ously (Wen et al., 2011). In brief, the mutant mice were generated by injec-
tion of mutant ES cells obtained from Bay Genomics and backcrossed with
C57BL/6 mice for �10 generations. The homozygotes (VPS35�/�, also
called VPS35m/m) die early during embryonic development, but heterozy-
gotes (VPS35�/� or VPS35�/m) have a normal life span (Wen et al., 2011).
Mice were housed in a room with a 12 h light/dark cycle with water and

Figure 2. Progressive degeneration of DA neurons in aged VPS35 �/� mice. A, Reduced number of TH � neurons in VPS35 �/� SNpc. Shown were representative images of midbrain coronal
sections of age-matched VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� littermates. B, Quantification of data in A. Data were quantified by stereological analysis and shown as mean � SEM (n � 4; *p �0.05). C, D,
Degenerated processes of SNpc TH � neurons. Representative images were shown in C; quantification of TH optical density were presented in D as mean�SEM (n �4; *p �0.05). E, F, TH reduction
in VPS35 �/� VM. VM homogenates of indicted mice were subjected to Western analysis for TH and VPS35. Representative blots were shown in E. Quantification of TH levels (normalized by 2-M
VPS35 �/� control) was presented in F. G, H, Western blot analysis of TH and VPS35 protein levels in homogenates of the Hip, VM, and STR of 12-month-old VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice.
Quantification analysis of the relative TH levels (normalized by the VPS35 �/� controls) was presented in H. F, H, Data presented were mean � SEM from three independent experiments; *p �
0.01. I–K, HPLC analysis of DA, its metabolite DOPAC, and HVA in the STR of indicated age groups of VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice (n � 4 for each genotype). ISO is included as an internal control.
Quantification analysis of DA levels in STR was presented in J. The ratios of DOPAC/DA and HVA/DA were presented in K. Data presented in J and K were mean � SEM; *p � 0.01. IB, immunoblot.
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rodent chow diet. Control mice were VPS35�/� littermates for each exper-
iment. All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Subjects
Committee at the Georgia Regents University according to NIH guidelines.

Behavioral tests were conducted during the active phase with 2-, 12-, and
18-month-old mice. Mice were transferred to the testing room in advance
and were allowed at least 1 h to acclimate. The open-field test was performed
in an arena of 50 	 50 cm at 20 cm of height. Mice, placed in the center of the
open field, were allowed to explore the arena undisturbed for 10 min after
which they were removed. The arena was cleaned with 70% ethanol between
each animal. Video analysis and data acquisition were obtained with Noldus
tracking software (EthoVision XT, 7.0) to analyze total distance and mean
velocity. Rearing frequency was scored manually by an investigator blind to
genotype. To evaluate sensorimotor coordination, mice were placed on an
accelerating rotarod (Rotor-Rod System; San Diego Instruments) and as-
sessed for ability to maintain balance on the rotating bar that accelerated
from 4 to 40 rpm over a 5 min period. Mouse latency to fall from the rod was
recorded and mean time spent on the rotarod over a period of three succes-
sive trails was scored. To evaluate a mouse’s motor function and muscle
strength, the mouse was placed on its forelimbs on a tension bar and pulled
back gently until it released the bar. Grip strength was determined by a
digital grip-strength meter (Animal Grip Strength System; San Diego
Instruments).

Cloning, RNAi, and mutagenesis. The VPS35 cDNA was subcloned
into mammalian expression construct (pEGFP, in which GFP is fused
with the VPS35-C terminus). The VPS35 mutant plasmids were con-

structed through site-directed mutagenesis to convert Asp620 to Asn
by the method described previously (Xie et al., 2005). The miRNA-
VPS35-EmGFP expression vector was described previously (Wen et
al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2013). The miRNA-VPS35-
eBFP was constructed by replacing the EmGFP with the eBFP
sequence from pBad-eBFP2 (Addgene). Lamp2a mammalian expres-
sion construct was obtained from DNASU. All the constructs were
confirmed by DNA sequencing and Western analysis.

Cell culture and transfection. NLT cells were cultured at 37°C in
DMEM (Hyclone) supplemented with 5% FBS (Invitrogen) and 100
U/ml penicillin G and streptomycin (Invitrogen). For transient trans-
fection, indicated cells were transfected using polyethylenimine (PEI;
Sigma-Aldrich) as described previously (Yin et al., 2013). In brief,
cells were cultured in 6-well plates at 70% confluence and were incu-
bated with precipitates formed by 3 �g of plasmid DNA and 1 �l of
PEI (5 mg/ml). After 8 –12 h of incubation with PEI/DNA polyplex,
cells were replaced with the fresh serum-containing medium. At 72 h
after initial transfection, cells were fixed with 4% PFA for immuno-
fluorescence staining analysis or lysed with SDS-loading buffer for
immunoblotting analysis.

Dopaminergic neuron culture and transfection. For the midbrain DA
neuronal culture, the ventral midbrain was dissected from P0 VPS35 �/�

or VPS35 �/� mice and placed in prechilled HBSS. The brain pieces were
then digested in papain (28 U/ml) for 25 min at 35°C under humidified
oxygen chamber. Cells were dissociated, washed twice, resuspended in

Figure 3. Decreased DA neurons and TH � fibers in aged VPS35 �/� SNpc and STR. A, Immunostaining indicating reduced TH � neurons and neuronal processes in 12-month-old Vps35 �/�

SNpc. B, C, Nissl staining indicating decreased neurons in 12-month-old Vps35 �/� SNpc. B, Representative images. C, Stereological analysis of cell numbers in SNpc. Data were presented as
mean � SEM (n � 5; *p � 0.05). D, E, Immunostaining showing reduced TH � neuronal processes in 12-month-old Vps35 �/� STR. D, Representative images. E, Quantification of TH optical
density (mean � SEM; n � 4; *p � 0.05). F, G, Immunostaining indicating normal NeuN � neuronal density in 12-month-old VPS35 �/� Hip. F, Representative images. G, Quantification of
densities of CA1 neurons (mean � SEM; n � 4; *p � 0.05).
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the plating medium (60% Neurobasal-A, 30% Basal Media Eagle, 10%
FBS), and plated onto polyornithine-coated coverslips at a density of
130,000 cells/cm 2. The growth media supplemented with 1	 B27, and 2
mM GlutaMAX-1 and 10 ng/ml glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor
(Sigma) were replaced 4 h later. Approximately 40% DA neurons were
obtained in this culture based on TH-staining analysis. At DIV 5 of
culture, neurons were transfected with the indicated plasmids by calcium
phosphate-mediated gene transfer, as described previously (Mani and
Ryan, 2009). In brief, 3 �g of plasmid DNA was mixed with calcium
chloride and then added into the phosphate buffer, pH 7.04, at room
temperature. This step generates a precipitate that is dispersed onto the
cultured neurons (24-well plate). After 90 min of incubation with pre-
cipitates, neurons were replaced with the fresh medium and cultured for
another 2 d for further analysis. We were able to get �10% of DA neu-
rons expressing the plasmid of interest.

�-gal detection, immunofluorescence staining, and confocal imaging
analyses. VPS35 �/� or VPS35 �/� mice were killed and perfused with 2%
glutaraldehyde and 2% formaldehyde immediately. Brain sections (45
�m) cut by the Leica vibratome cutting system were mounted onto Su-
perfrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific). For �-gal activity detection, the
slides were fixed with 0.5% glutaraldehyde and incubated with X-gal
solution (2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM potassium ferricyanide, 5 mM potassium
ferrocyanide, and 0.1% X-gal) in the dark at 37°C for 12 h. The slides
were washed, mounted in Permount (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and
imaged using microscope with a high-sensitivity camera and equipped

with a Plan-Neofluar 5	 and Plan-Neofluar 10	/0.30 NA objective lens
(Axioplan 2; Carl Zeiss).

For immunofluorescence staining analysis, sections or cells on cov-
erslips were fixed with 4% PFA and 4% sucrose at room temperature
for 15 min, permeabilized with 0.2% saponin, and blocked with 10%
donkey serum and 0.1% saponin. Antibodies used were mouse
anti-TH (Sigma; 1:10,000), mouse anti-NeuN (Millipore; 1:2000), rat
anti-Lamp1 [Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DHSB);
1:1000], rat anti-Lamp2 (DHSB; 1:1000), rabbit anti-Lamp2a (Ab-
cam; 1:500), rabbit anti-VPS35 (1:1000), rabbit anti-�-synuclein
(Cell Signaling Technology; 1:100), rabbit anti-EEA1 (Cell Signaling
Technology; 1:500), and rabbit anti-Golgin-97 (Abcam; 1:500). Sec-
tions or cells were incubated with appropriate fluorescent secondary
antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) at room temperature for 1 h.
Slides were mounted using Vectashield mounting medium with and
without DAPI. Confocal images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM 510
oil-immersion 40	 or 63	 objective with sequential-acquisition set-
ting. The acquired 8-bit RGB images were exported to TIFF files with
the LSM 510 viewer software. Photoshop software CC (Adobe) was
used to adjust the brightness. Figures were constructed in Illustrator
version CC (Adobe). For fluorescent quantification, morphometric
measurements of images were performed using Image-Pro Plus soft-
ware (MediaCybernetics).

Stereological neuron counts. The unbiased stereological estimation of
the total number of TH �, NeuN �, or Nissl � cells in midbrain was used

Figure 4. Accumulation of �-synuclein proteins in VPS35 �/� SNpc-DA neurons. A–D, Western blot analysis of soluble and insoluble �-synuclein levels from VM of various aged (6-, 12-, and
18-month-old) VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice. TX-100 soluble (A, B) and insoluble (SDS/Urea soluble; C, D) fractions were isolated and analyzed via Western blotting using indicated antibodies.
VPS35 was used to confirm VPS35 �/� mice, and �-actin was used as a loading control. Data were quantified and presented in B and D as mean�SEM; n �3; *p �0.01. E, F, Western blot analysis
of soluble homogenates of �-synuclein levels from various brain regions (VM, STR, and Hip) of 12-month-old VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice. Data in E were quantified and presented in F as
mean � SEM; n � 3; *p � 0.01. G, H, Coimmunofluorescence staining analyses of �-synuclein and TH in SNpcs from 6-, 12-, and 18-month-old VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice. Coronal midbrain
sections from VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice at indicated ages were stained with �-synuclein and TH antibodies. Asterisk, Indicates the cell with somatic accumulation of �-synuclein. Scale bar,
10 �m. Quantitative analysis of the DA (TH �) neurons with somatic accumulation of �-synuclein in VMs at indicated ages was presented in H (mean � SEM; n � 3; *p � 0.01). IB, immunoblot.
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as previously described (Yin et al., 2013). In
brief, serial coronal sections across the mid-
brain (every fourth section from the bregma
�2.92 to �4.16 mm) were stereologically
counted by using Stereo Investigator software.
Investigators were blinded to the genotype of
each mouse.

Western blotting analysis. Cells and tissue
were lysed/homogenized in RIPA buffer (50
mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1%
Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, and 0.5% sodium
deoxycholate) supplemented with protease in-
hibitors (Roche Applied Science). After a 20
min incubation on ice, protein extracts were
clarified by centrifugation at 12,000 	 g for 20
min at 4°C and protein concentrations were
determined by BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce
Biotechnology). For Western blots analysis, 20
�g of lysate per lane was separated by Bis-Tris
SDS-PAGE gel. After transfer to nitrocellulose
membranes, the membranes were immuno-
blotted with the following antibodies: rabbit
anti-VPS35 (1:10,000; gift from Dr. K.-W.
Kim, Columbia University, New York), rabbit
anti-VPS26 (Abcam; 1:1000), mouse anti-TH
(Sigma; 1:40,000), mouse anti-�-actin (Sigma;
1:10,000), mouse anti �-synuclein (BD Bio;
1:4000), rabbit anti-phosphor (S129)-�-
synuclein (Abcam; 1:2000), rabbit anti-Lamp1
(Millipore; 1:2000), rat anti-Lamp2 (DHSB;
1:4000), rabbit anti-EEA1 (Cell Signaling
Technology;1:5000), rabbit anti-Lamp2a (Ab-
cam; 1:5000), rabbit anti-Lamp2b (Abcam;
1:1000), rabbit anti-LC3 (Abcam; 1:2000),
mouse anti p62/SQSTM1 (Novus Biologicals;
1:5000), and rabbit anti-GFP (Life Technolo-
gies; 1:5000). For semiquantitative analysis,
protein bands were detected by the Odyssey
Infrared Imaging System (Li-Cor) and ana-
lyzed using ImageJ software.

Soluble and insoluble brain fractions for
�-synuclein protein analysis. Brain tissues were
homogenized with ice-cold Triton X-100 lysis
buffer (175 mM NaCl, 30 mM Tris, 5 mM EDTA,
and 1% Triton X-100, plus protease and phos-
phatase inhibitor cocktails) and incubated on ice for 25 min. After sonica-
tion, the brain lysate was centrifuged at 14,000 g for 15 min and the
supernatant from this step was the “TX-100 soluble fraction.” The remaining
pellet was extracted in 2% SDS and 8 M urea and present as “TX-100 insol-
uble, SDS-urea soluble fraction.”

Monoamine analysis in tissue homogenates. Striatum and ventral mid-
brain were isolated to detect levels of DA and its metabolite by HPLC
with electrochemical detection (Eicom) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. In brief, tissues were weighed and then homogenized in 0.2
M ice-cold perchloric acid (0.5 ml/100 mg wet tissue) and incubated on
ice bath for 60 min. One hundred nanograms of isoproterenol (ISO) per
100 mg of wet tissue was added as an internal control. After centrifuging
at 20,000 g at 4°C for 20 min, the supernatant was filtered with a 0.44 �m
Millipore filter and injected into the HPLC column (Eicompak SC3ODS;
3.0* 100 mm) for analysis. The mobile phase contained 110 mM citrate
buffer/100 mM EDTA/70 mM sodium octane sulfonate and 20% (v/v)
methanol. Flow rate was at 340 �l/min.

Real-time analysis of mRNA expression. The total RNA was isolated
with the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) and 5 �g of RNA was reverse
transcribed into cDNA using Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s directions. The
SYBR Green Real-Time PCR method was used to compare gene expres-
sion. The primers for Vps35 were 5
-CAGCTGGCTGCTATCACCTT and
5
-TCTTCCCCATTTTTGTCTGTG; for Lamp1 5
-TGCCAGCTCTAGCC

TGTTTT and 5
-CTGGACCTGCACACTGAAGA; for Lamp2a 5
-TTGG
CTAATGGCTCAGCTTT and 5
-ATGGGCACAAGGAAGTTGTC; for
Lamp2b 5
-TTGGCTAATGGCTCAGCTTT and 5
-GTCAGCAGCA-
CATTCCTCAG; and for GAPDH 5
-CACCAACTGCTTAGC and 5
-GCAT
GGACTGTGGTCATGAG.

The rAAV5 virus production and injection. The full length of mouse
VPS35-D620N cDNA was subcloned into the pAAV-cDNA-EGFP-
T2A-V5 vector (in which the GFP is not fused with the VPS35-D620N).
We chose AAV serotype 5 for the virus transduction because it provides
a better efficiency than other AAV serotypes, based on a previous publi-
cation (McFarland et al., 2009) and our pilot studies. The AAV5 of
VPS35-D620N was generated by the core facility at Emory University,
according to a previous publication (Huang et al., 2013). The AAV5
viruses were purified by using the iodixanol gradient centrifugation pro-
cedure, and the titer of the viruses was determined by real-time PCR. The
viruses were diluted to a final concentration of 1 	 10 12 vg/ml, and the
aliquots (10 �l each) were kept at �80°C.

Stereotaxic injections were performed under ketamine/xylazine anes-
thesia (100 mg/kg and 12 mg/kg, i.p.) using a 5 �l Hamilton syringe with
a 33 gauge blunt-tip needle. The anesthetic male C57BL/6 mouse was
placed into a stereotactic device (Kopf Instruments) and the skull was
exposed. The injection coordinates were calculated from bregma with AP
�2.8 mm, lateral �1.3 mm, and ventrodorsal (VD) �4.2. Subsequently,
the needle was lowered into the brain 0.1 mm below the VD coordinate

Figure 5. Intact motor coordination, but attenuated exploratory motility, in aged VPS35 �/� mice. A, B, Motor coordination
and grip performance were determined by rotarod test (A) and grip strength measurement (B) in 12- and 18-month-old
VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice. Rotarod latency to fall in A was quantified by the accelerating rotarod test. Forelimb grip
strength in B was determined by a digital weight gauge. C–E, Open-field exploratory behavior was attenuated in VPS35 �/� mice.
Total distance traveled (C), mean velocity (D), and rearing frequency (E) in open-field test were decreased in VPS35 �/� mice as
compared with that of controls. F, Path of open-field exploration. A–E, N � 5 (for 18-month-old) and 12–14 for (12-month-old)
VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� mice. Data were presented as mean � SEM; *p � 0.05.
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and retracted back up to the correct level. A total of 1 �l of virus was
loaded for each mouse at the speed of �0.2 �l/min. After the injection,
the needle was left in place for 5 min before retraction. Mice were killed at
2 weeks post surgery.

Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed by using Prism 5 (Graph-
Pad Software) using Student’s t test and one-way ANOVA. All values
were expressed as mean � SEM. The test was considered significant when
p � 0.05. For all analyses, the following apply: *p � 0.05; ns, not signif-
icant p � 0.05. Normally distributed data were analyzed by ANOVA
followed by Bonferroni or Fisher’s LSD post hoc tests as necessary. Stu-
dent’s t test was used to compare pairs of means.

Results
Expression of VPS35 in mouse DA neurons in SNpc and STR
To understand how VPS35 is involved in PD pathogenesis, we
first asked whether VPS35 is expressed in PD-vulnerable brain
regions or DA neurons in mouse. To this end, we stained for �-gal
activity in VPS35 heterozygous mice (VPS35�/�), where the lacZ
gene is “knocked-in” into the VPS35 gene and could serve as a
reporter of the expression of endogenous VPS35 (Wen et al.,
2011; Xia et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014). Indeed, �-gal activity was
detected in the SNpc and STR—two regions associated with PD
(Fig. 1A). The activity in the SNpc was age dependent, detectable
at P10, peaking in adult age (P70), and remaining positive in
1-year-old or older mice (Fig. 1B; data not shown). VPS35 ex-
pression in both SNpc and STR was confirmed by Western blot
analysis that showed a single band (�90 kDa) in various brain
regions. The band’s intensity was reduced to �50% in VPS35�/�

samples (Fig. 1C), demonstrating the antibody specificity. VPS35
expression was comparable in STR, ventral midbrain (VM), hip-
pocampus (Hip), and cortex (Ctx; Fig. 1C). VPS26, another com-
ponent of the retromer, was also expressed in the same brain
regions and decreased in VPS35�/� mice (Fig. 1C). Immunohis-
tochemical analysis demonstrated that VPS35 costained with TH,
a marker for DA neurons, in the soma and processes of SNpc-DA
neurons (Fig. 1D, left). Notice that the VPS35 signal was specific
because it was diminished in TH� or DA neurons of VPS35�/�

mice (Fig. 1D, right). These results thus demonstrate that VPS35
is expressed in mouse DA neurons.

Degenerative-like DA neurons in aged VPS35-deficient SNpc
and STR
Homozygous VPS35�/� die early during embryonic develop-
ment, whereas the life span of VPS35�/� is normal (Wen et al.,
2011; Xia et al., 2013). To investigate whether VPS35-deficient
mice show PD-relevant neuropathology, we analyzed VPS35�/�

and VPS35�/� mice at different ages. In young adult (e.g., 2
months old), VPS35�/� and VPS35�/� brain sections showed no
obvious difference in the number of TH� neurons and their
processes (Fig. 2A–D). However, TH� somas were fewer with
disturbed and decreased fibers/processes in SNpcs of aged (�12
months or older) mutant mice (Fig. 2A–D). There was a �20%
(n � 4, p � 0.029) loss of TH� somas in the SNpcs of mutant
mice at 12 months age and the reduction of SNpc neuron number
was confirmed by NeuN and Nissl staining analyses (Figs. 2A,B,

Figure 6. Reduced Lamp2 � and enlarged Lamp1 � vesicles in primary cultured VPS35 �/� DA neurons. A–C, EEA1 � early endosomes in TH � DA neurons from VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/�

neonatal (P0) midbrains (DIV 7). Representative confocal images were shown in A, and quantification analyses of EEA1 � vesicle size and distribution (in soma vs dendrite) were presented in B and
C, respectively (n � 100 vesicles from 6 different cells of each group). D, F, GRASP � Golgi structure in TH � DA neurons from VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� neonatal midbrains. Representative images
were shown in D, and quantification analysis of GRASP � Golgi size was presented in F. Mean � SEM, n � 6 neurons. E, G, Lamp1 � late endosomes/early lysosomes in TH � DA neurons from
VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� neonatal midbrains. Representative images were shown in E, and quantification analysis of Lamp1 � vesicle size was presented in G (n � 100 vesicles from 6 different
cells of each group); *p � 0.05. H, I, Lamp2 � lysosomes in TH � DA neurons from VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� neonatal midbrains. Representative images were shown in H, and quantification
analysis of Lamp2 � vesicle size was presented in I (n � 100 vesicles from 6 different cells of each group); *p � 0.05.
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Figure 7. Association of Lamp2 reduction with �-synuclein increase in VPS35-deficient DA neurons. A, B, Reduced Lamp2 in aged VPS35 �/� VM, but not VPS35 �/� Hip or STR. Soluble extracts
from VM, Hip, and STR of indicated mice were subjected to Western bot analysis. A, Representative blots. B, Quantification of protein levels (normalized by VPS35 �/� controls). Data presented were
mean � SEM (n � 3 mice/genotype); *p � 0.05. C, D, Reduced Lamp2 level in VPS35 �/� DA neurons. C, Representative images of TH � DA neurons. D, Quantitation analysis (normalized by
VPS35 �/�) of Lamp2 � vesicle size and �-synuclein puncta size (mean � SEM; n � 10 neurons; *p � 0.05). IOD, Integrated optical density. Scale bar, 5 �m. E, F, Reduced �-synuclein in
VPS35 �/� DA neurons expressing Lamp2a. Primary cultured VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� DA neurons were transiently transfected with MOCK control and Lamp2a plasmids. The transfected DA
neurons were fixed and subjected to coimmunostaining analysis using antibodies against TH (blue), Lamp2 (green), and �-synuclein (red). E, Representative images. F, Quantification analysis
Lamp2 � vesicle size and �-synuclein puncta size (mean � SEM; n � 10 neurons; *p � 0.05). Scale bar, 10 �m.
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3A–C). Consistently, TH protein was lower in aged (12 months or
older) VPS35�/� VMs (Fig. 2E,F) and STRs (Figs. 2G,H, 3D,E).
Note that neurons in aged VPS35�/� hippocampus appeared to
be normal (Fig. 3F,G). These results reveal an age-dependent and
brain region-specific reduction of TH proteins and DA neurons
in VPS35�/� mice.

To determine whether the activity of DA neurons or TH was
altered, we measured DA and its metabolites by HPLC in STR and
VM regions in VPS35�/� and VPS35�/� littermates. DA levels were
significantly reduced in 6 months (34.4%, n � 3, p � 0.0068) or
older (65.7%, n � 3, p � 0.0085) mutant STRs and VMs (Fig. 2I,J;
data not shown). The ratios of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid
(DOPAC)/DA or 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (HVA)/DA were
much higher in 12-month-old VPS35�/� STRs, compared with that
in age-matched VPS35�/� controls (Fig. 2K). DA reduction was
specific because no change in 5-HT levels was detected between
VPS35�/� and controls (data not shown). These results suggest that
young mutant mice may have functional deficit of DA neurons or

decrease of DA neurotransmitter in advance
of DA neurodegeneration in aged mice.

Accumulation of �-synuclein in VPS35-
deficient SNpc-DA neurons
Another pathological feature of PD is accu-
mulation of �-synuclein in the Lewy body
(von Coelln et al., 2006). We thus compared
�-synuclein levels in VPS35�/� and
VPS35�/� VMs (Fig. 4). �-Synuclein ex-
hibits monomeric (�18 kDa), intermediate
(20–75 kDa), and oligomeric (75–150 kDa)
species (Fig. 4A,C). Interestingly, both mo-
nomeric and oligomeric, or phosphory-
lated and unphosphorylated, species of
�-synuclein were increased in VPS35�/�

VMs (Fig. 4A–D). The increase was age
dependent, as it was detectable in 6-month-
old and prominent in aged (18-month-old)
mutant mice (Fig. 4A–D). The increase was
detected only in VM, but not in the
Hip, even in aged mutant mice (Fig. 4E,
F). Immunostaining analysis showed an
age-dependent increase in intracellular
�-synuclein signals in TH� neurons in
SNpcs (Fig. 4G,H).These results demon-
strate another PD-relevant neuropathologi-
cal feature in aged VPS35�/� brain.

Impairment of locomotor activity in
aged VPS35-deficient mice
Given that PD patients usually have im-
paired locomotion activity, we examined
motor functions of VPS35�/� mice. No
obvious difference was detected between
the two groups in young adult age (data
not shown). Even in aged animals, no dif-
ference was observed in the rotarod and
gait tests (Fig. 5A,B). However, in the
open-field test, total distance and velocity
of 12- and 18-month-old VPS35�/� mice
were reduced, compared with WT con-
trols (Fig. 5C,D). The rearing frequency
(vertical movement) of aged mutant mice
was notably decreased (35.6% decreased

in 12-month-old and 82.2% decreased in 18-month-old mutant
mice; n � 4 –5, p � 0.01; Fig. 5E). Notice that the movement
reduction occurred in both central and periphery areas of the
arena (Fig. 5F) and the amount of time mice spent in the central
versus periphery area was similar between two genotypes (data
not shown), suggesting no anxiety-related deficit. These results
indicate that aged VPS35�/� mice exhibited reduced locomotor
activity.

Reduction of Lamp2, but not Lamp1, in VPS35-deficient DA
neurons in culture
To understand how VPS35 deficiency contributes to PD-like
neuropathology, we examined neuronal morphology in primary
cultured DA neurons from neonatal VPS35�/� and VPS35�/�

midbrains. Immunostaining analysis using antibodies against
TH or Tuj1 (to label neuronal processes) showed no obvious
defect in DA neuronal processes derived from the VPS35�/�

mouse (Fig. 6A; data not shown). We then examined subcellular

Figure 8. Accelerated lysosomal degradation of Lamp2a in VPS35-deficient DA neurons. A, No difference of Lamp2a mRNA
levels was detected between VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� VM. The mRNAs of 6-month-old mice were analyzed by real-time PCR
analysis. The values of mean � SEM (n � 3 samples /genotype) were presented; *p � 0.05). B, C, Lamp2a protein degradation
was accelerated, but �-synuclein degradation was impaired, in VPS35 �/� DA neurons. DA neurons were incubated with CHX
(100 �g/ml) for indicated times. Cell lysates were subjected to Western blotting analyses using indicated antibodies. B, Repre-
sentative blots. C, Quantification of Lamp2a and �-synuclein protein levels (normalized with VPS35 �/� at time 0), respectively;
*p � 0.05. D, E, Lamp2a reduction was restored in VPS35 �/� DA neurons treated with BafA1. VPS35 �/� and VPS35 �/� DA
neurons were treated with BafA1 (200 nM for 24 h). The resulting lysates were subjected to Western blotting analyses. D, Repre-
sentative blots. E, Quantification of Lamp2a levels (normalized with VPS35 �/�); *p � 0.05.
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Figure 9. Impaired endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a in VPS35-deficient cells. A–C, Reduction of Lamp2, but increase of Lamp1, in VPS35-deficient NLT cells. NLT cells were transfected with
miRNA-VPS35 or scramble control (marked by eBFP) and examined for the distribution of Lamp1/2 and endogenous VPS35. A, Representative images. Scale bar, 10 �m. B, Quantification of Lamp1/2
optical density was presented as mean � SEM (n � 10; *p �0.05). C, Colocalization index of Lamp1 with VPS35 or Lamp2 with VPS35. D, Altered Lamp2 distribution in VPS35-deficient NLT cells.
Line profile intensity of Lamp2a from the dotted line in A was presented. E, F, Coimmunostaining analysis of Lamp2a with endogenous GM130 and exogenous Lamp1-GFP in NLT cells transfected
with control or miRNA-VPS35. E, Representative images. Scale bar, 10 �m. F, The colocalization index of Lamp2a with the indicated markers (GM130 and Lamp1) was determined by the
measurement of overlapped signal (yellow fluorescence) over total Lamp2a. Data were shown as mean � SEM (n � 10); *p � 0.01 compared with control cells. G, H, Decreased Lamp2a in DA
neurons from 12-month-old VPS35 �/� mice. Middle brain sections were immunostained with VPS35 (red) and Lamp2a (green). Scale bar, 5 �m. G, Representative images. Scale bar, 10 �m. H,
Colocalization index of Lamp2 with VPS35. Ctrl, Control; KD, knockdown.
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organelles by coimmunostaining analyses. A relatively normal
morphology of EEA1-labeled early endosomes and GRASP-
marked trans-Golgi network (TGN) was detected in VPS35�/�

DA neurons (Fig. 6A–F). However, the Lamp1� late endosomes/
early lysosomes appeared enlarged in the mutant DA neurons
(Fig. 6E,G), suggesting that the late endosome to lysosome path-
way may be altered because of VPS35 deficiency. We further
examined Lamp2-associated lysosomes in VPS35�/� and

VPS35�/� DA neurons. In contrast to
Lamp1, the Lamp2� vesicles appeared
smaller in size with reduced intensity in
VPS35�/� DA neurons, compared with-
VPS35�/� controls (Fig. 6H, I). These re-
sults suggest that VPS35 in DA neurons
may be required for morphogenesis of ly-
sosomes, possibly by regulating Lamp1
and/or Lamp2.

Reduction of Lamp2a accompanied
with accumulation of �-synuclein in
VPS35-deficient SNpc-DA neurons
Lamp2a is known to be critical for CMA-
mediated �-synuclein degradation (Vo-
giatzi et al., 2008; Xilouri et al., 2013a;
Murphy et al., 2015). We thus asked
whether Lamp2/Lamp2a is reduced in
VPS35�/� brain in vivo, and if so, whether
Lamp2a reduction is associated with the
�-synuclein increase in VPS35�/� DA neu-
rons. Homogenates were prepared from the
VM region of VPS35�/� and VPS35�/�

mice at different ages and subjected to West-
ern blotting. As shown in Figure 7A,
Lamp2-reduction was detected in the mu-
tant VM at 6 months of age by using the
antibody against the N terminus of Lamp2
(Fig. 7A,B). Lamp2 has three isoforms
(a–c) with different C termini, and only
Lamp2a is associated with CMA-mediated
�-synuclein degradation (Xilouri et al.,
2013a; Murphy et al., 2015). We thus as-
sessed whether Lamp2a or Lamp2b is re-
duced in VPS35�/�. By using specific
antibodies against the C terminus of
Lamp2a/Lamp2b, we found that Lamp2a,
but not Lamp2b, was reduced in VPS35�/�

VM (Fig. 7A,B). Note that no obvious
change in protein levels of Lamp1 and EEA1
was detected even in aged mutant mice (Fig.
7A,B), providing additional evidence for
the specificity of the Lamp2a reduction.
Moreover, as the �-synuclein increases in
Vps35�/� mice, the Lamp2a reduction was
detected in the mutant VM at 6 months of
age, but it was not detected in VPS35�/�

Hip or STR, even at 12 months of age (Fig.
7A,B). These results suggest a temporal and
brain-regional association between Lamp2a
reduction and the �-synuclein increase in
VPS35�/� mice. We next asked whether the
Lamp2a reduction is also associated with the
�-synuclein increase in VPS35�/� DA neu-
rons. Indeed, immunostaining analysis

showed that Lamp2a was reduced in VPS35�/� SNpc-DA neurons
(marked by TH), which was accompanied with the increase of
�-synuclein (Fig. 7C,D). Finally, we examined if the Lamp2a reduc-
tion is responsible for the increase of �-synuclein. VPS35-deficient
DA neurons were transfected with the plasmid encoding Lamp2a.
Expressing exogenous Lamp2a indeed abolished the �-synuclein ac-
cumulation (Fig. 7E,F). These results suggest that VPS35 deficiency
in DA neurons results in a decrease in Lamp2a, which leads to an

Figure 10. Expression of PD-linked VPS35 mutant (D620N) and its effect on CI-MPR distribution. A, Colocalization of VPS35-WT
and D620N mutant (marked by GFP) with endogenous VPS35 (by anti-VPS35 antibodies) in HeLa cells. B, C, CI-MPR distribution in
HEK293 (B) and HeLa cells (C) expressing indicated plasmids. Transfected cells were marked by yellow dashed lines, and untrans-
fected/control cells were marked by white dashed lines. Scale bars: B, C, 10 �m. D, E, Quantitative analysis of data in B and C
(mean � SEM; n � 20 cells). CI-M6PR intensity in TGN was quantified (over untransfected cells) and shown in D. Compact
juxtanuclear distribution of CI-M6PR is shown in E (*p � 0.05).
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increase in �-synuclein, supporting the view for Lamp2a, a
lysosome-associated transmembrane receptor for CMA, to mediate
�-synuclein degradation (Vogiatzi et al., 2008).

Accelerated Lamp2a degradation and impaired Lamp2a
endosome-to-Golgi retrieval in VPS35-deficient neurons
We then investigated the underlying mechanisms for Lamp2a
reduction in VPS35-deficient neurons. The Lamp2a reduction
was not caused by a problem in transcription because a compa-
rable level of Lamp2a mRNA was detected between VPS35�/�

and VPS35�/� VM at 12 months of age (Fig. 8A). We next exam-
ined if the Lamp2a reduction was from an accelerated Lamp2a
degradation. Indeed, the half-life of Lamp2a in VPS35�/� DA
neurons was shorter (�3 h) than that in VPS35�/� controls
(�8 h; Fig. 8B,C). In contrast, the �-synuclein protein was more
stable in VPS35�/� DA neurons than that in VPS35�/� controls
(Fig. 8B,C), providing additional evidence for their reverse rela-
tionship. To determine whether the lysosome-degradation path-
way is responsible for the Lamp2a reduction, we treated
Vps35�/� DA neurons with or without bafilomycin A1 (BafA1;
200 nM for 24 h), an inhibitor of lysosomal acidification and
function (Yoshimori et al., 1991). The Lamp2a in Vps35�/� DA
neurons was restored to a nearly normal level (Fig. 8D,E), indi-
cating that VPS35 deficiency may result in accelerated lysosome-
mediated Lamp2a degradation, leading to the Lamp2a reduction.

We further asked whether the increased Lamp2a degradation
is from impaired Lamp2a trafficking in VPS35-deficient neurons.
To address this issue, Lamp2a subcellular distribution in NLT
cells expressing control and miRNA-VPS35 was examined. NLT,
a GnRH neuroblastoma cell line, was chosen because both VPS35
and Lamp2a were highly expressed in this cell line (data not
shown); NLT cells have a spread morphology with relative large
subcellular organelles; and NLT cells expressing miRNA-VPS35
could efficiently (�80%) knock down endogenous VPS35 ex-
pression (Wen et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2013). Consistent with the
results of VPS35�/� DA neurons (Fig. 6), Lamp2/Lamp2a was
reduced, and Lamp1 was increased, in miRNA-VPS35 (VPS35-
KD) NLT cells (Fig. 9A,B). Intriguingly, a portion of Lamp2 as
well as Lamp1 was colocalized with VPS35 (Fig. 9A,C), and the
colocalization of VPS35 with Lamp2, but not Lamp1, was largely

distributed in the perinuclear area (Fig. 9A,D), where the Golgi
compartment is located in. Indeed, a fraction of Lamp2a was
associated with the GM130-marked TGN in control cells, and
such a Lamp2a distribution in TGN was abolished in VPS35-KD
cells (Fig. 9E,F). Instead, Lamp2a distribution in Lamp1� late
endosomes/early lysosomes was increased in VPS35-KD NLT
cells (Fig. 9E,F). The Lamp2-VPS35 colocalization was detected
not only in NLT cells, but also in SNpc-DA neurons of WT mouse
brain, which was reduced in VPS35�/� SNpc-DA neurons (Fig.
9G,H). These results thus support the hypothesis that Lamp2a
may be a cargo of VPS35/retromer, undergoing endosome-to-
Golgi retrieval, an event critical to prevent Lamp2a distribution
in Lamp1� lysosomes and to suppress Lamp2a degradation.

Decreased Lamp2a distribution in Golgi apparatus, reduced
Lamp2a, and increased �-synuclein in mouse DA neurons
expressing PD-linked VPS35 mutant (D620N)
VPS35-D620N mutation is identified in autosomal dominant PD
patients (Vilarino-Guell et al., 2011; Zimprich et al., 2011). We
thus determined whether this mutant alters functions of VPS35/
retromer, such as endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of membrane
proteins. We generated GFP-fused VPS35-D620N plasmids,
which had a similar distribution pattern as endogenous VPS35 or
exogenous GFP-fused VPS35-WT when expressed in HEK293
cells (Fig. 10A). We first asked whether VPS35-D620N alters the
distribution of CI-M6PR, which is a well characterized retromer/
VPS35 cargo and regulates lysosome function (Seaman, 2005).
Expression of VPS35-D620N in HEK293 cells did not alter the
distribution of endogenous CI-M6PR to the TGN compartments
(Fig. 10B,D). As control, VPS35 deficiency by its miRNA resulted
in the disappearance of CI-M6PR (Fig. 10C,E). However,
CI-M6PR’s intensity in the TGN was reduced in cells expressing
VPS35-D620N compared with that of untransfected cells (Fig.
10B,E). These results suggest that VPS35-D620N may have a
weak inhibitory effect on the endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of en-
dogenous CI-M6PR, in line with a previous report (MacLeod et
al., 2013).

Next, we determined whether VPS35-D620N alters Lamp2a
distribution in NLT cells. As shown in Figure 11, A and B, the
endogenous Lamp2a was partially colocalized with exogenous

Figure 11. Impaired endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a in NLT cells expressing VPS35-D620N. Decreased Lamp2a in NLT cells expressing PD-linked VPS35 mutant (D620N). Transfected NLT
cells were fixed and immunostained using anti-Lamp2a antibody. A, Representative images. Scale bar, 10 �m. B, Pearson’s correlation coefficient of VPS35/VPS35-D620N-GFP with Lamp2a. C, Line
profile intensity of Lamp2a from the dotted line in A. D, Quantification of Lamp2a optical density. The values of mean � SEM (n � 10; *p �0.05) were presented.
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Figure 12. Reduced Lamp2a and impaired Lamp2 endosome-to-Golgi retrieval in mouse SNpc-DA neurons infected with AAV of EGFP-2A-VPS35-D620N. A, The AAV5 infected GFP-positive cells
in the SNpc region were colocalized with TH-positive dopamine neurons. Sections were stained GFP (green) and TH (red). Scale bar, 10 �m. B, GFP-infected cells expressing more VPS35 punctae (red)
compared with the uninfected cells. Sections were coimmunostained GFP (turquoise) with VPS35 (red) and TH (green). Scale bar, 10 �m. C, D, Lamp2 was reduced in AAV5-VPS35-D620N-infected
DA neurons by immunostaining analysis. C, Representative images were from the injected SNpc. Scale bar, 10 �m. D, Quantification analysis of Lamp2 optical density was presented as mean � SEM
(n � 10; *p � 0.05). E, F, Lamp2 distribution was altered in AAV5-VPS35-D620N-infected DA neurons. E, Coimmunostaining analysis of Lamp2 with endogenous Golgi marker (Golgin-97) in TH �

DA neurons with/without AAV-GFP-VPS35-D620N infection. Scale bar, 10 �m. F, Quantification analysis of the colocalization index of Lamp2 with Golgin-97 in D. Data were shown as mean � SEM
(n �10); *p �0.01 compared with uninfection side. G, H, Reduced LAMP2a and increased �-synuclein were detected in AAV5-VPS35-D620N-infected VM by Western blot analysis. Soluble extracts
from Hip, VM, and STR from the virus-injected (�) and contralateral (�) hemispheres were subjected to Western bot analysis. G, Representative blots. H, Quantification analysis of data in F
(normalized by VPS35 �/� controls). Data were presented as mean � SEM (n � 3 mice/genotype); *p � 0.05, compared with uninfection controls.
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GFP-VPS35-WT and GFP-VPS35-D620N.
However, the colocalization of GFP-VPS35-
D620N with Lamp2a was reduced, com-
pared with that of GFP-VPS35-WT with
Lamp2a (Fig. 11A,B). Interestingly, as in
VPS35-KD cells, Lamp2a distribution in the
perinuclear area and the Lamp2a signal
were reduced in VPS35-D620N-expressing
cells (Fig. 11A,C,D). These results suggest
that the D620N mutant may serve as a
dominant-negative inhibitor for endo-
some-to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a.

To determine whether VPS35-D620N
impairs Lamp2a trafficking in vivo, we
generated AAV5 encoding VPS35-D620N
(with a T2A-GFP), in which the GFP is
not fused with VPS35-D620N protein.
The AAV5 viruses were stereotactically in-
jected into the VM of 4-month-old WT
mice (C57BL/6). Two weeks after injec-
tion, mouse SNpcs were examined by im-
munostaining analyses. GFP was detected
in large TH� DA neurons (Fig. 12A), and
VPS35 was elevated because of the exoge-
nous VPS35-D620N expression (Fig.
12B). Interestingly, in VPS35-D620N-
expressing neurons, the Lamp2a was re-
duced, compared with that of uninfected or AAV-GFP-infected
control neurons (Fig. 12C,D). Coimmunostaining analysis of
Lamp2a with Golgin-97 (a marker for Golgi) also showed a slight
reduction of Lamp2a in the Golgi compartment of D620N-
expressing DA neurons, compared with that of uninfected DA
neurons (Fig. 12E,F). Western blot analysis provided additional
support for the Lamp2a reduction and �-synuclein increase se-
lectively in VPS35-D620N-expressing VM (Fig. 12G,H). These
results, in agreement with the data in VPS35-D620N-expressing
NLT cells, suggest that D620N mutation, acting as VPS35 defi-
ciency, impairs endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a and de-
creases Lamp2a protein.

Discussion
Major findings of this study are as follows. First, VPS35�/� mice
exhibit PD-like deficits, such as �-synuclein accumulation in
SNpc-DA neurons, decreased TH proteins and DA transmitter in
STRs and SNpcs, dystrophic TH� neurites/axons, and impaired
motor behavior. Second, VPS35 expression in DA neurons is neces-
sary for proper lysosome morphogenesis and function. Third,
VPS35 regulates Lamp2a trafficking and prevents its degrada-
tion likely by endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of Lamp2a. Fourth,
VPS35/retromer-mediated endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of
Lamp2a is impaired by the PD-linked VPS35 mutation (D620N).
Finally, Lamp2a is critical for �-synuclein degradation, and the im-
pairment in VPS35-Lamp2a-�-synuclein degradation pathway may
underlie VPS35 deficiency or mutation-induced PD pathogenesis.
Our work establishes a working model (Fig. 13) in which VPS35/
retromer deficiency or mutation facilitates PD disease progression in
an age-dependent manner, which is likely in part due to the impair-
ment of VPS35/retromer regulation of Lamp2 trafficking and
function.

Taking advantage of the VPS35�/� mouse, we have previ-
ously demonstrated that VPS35 haploinsufficiency enhances A�-
associated neuropathology in the Tg2576 mouse model of AD
(Wen et al., 2011). Young VPS35�/� mice also exhibit hyperac-

tivation of osteoclasts and bone loss, features of Paget’s disease
(Xia et al., 2013). Here, we present evidence that aged VPS35�/�

mice display PD-relevant phenotypes, such as age-dependent de-
crease of TH protein, increase of �-synuclein accumulation, and
impairment of motor behavior. These observations support the
view for VPS35/retromer deficiency as a risk factor in the patho-
genesis of PD, in addition to AD pathogenesis, in line with human
clinical investigations (Small et al., 2005; Rogaeva et al., 2007;
Vilarino-Guell et al., 2011; Zimprich et al., 2011).

In viewing the PD-relevant phenotypes in VPS35�/� mice,
the increase of �-synuclein in SNpc-DA neurons appears to be a
prominent early step in comparison with other phenotypes (Figs.
2– 4). This observation supports VPS35 deficiency or mutation as
a critical mechanism underlying �-synuclein increase. This view
is in agreement with reports that �-synuclein mutant identified
in PD patients impairs its degradation, resulting in its accumula-
tion (Cuervo et al., 2004), and overexpression of WT �-synuclein
is sufficient to cause a PD-like deficit in mice (Lin et al., 2012).
While it remains unclear exactly how �-synuclein accumulation
promotes PD pathogenesis, multiple cellular deficits are induced
by overexpression of �-synuclein in DA neurons, including im-
pairment of DA transmitter release (Perez et al., 2002), mito-
chondrial fission deficit (Kamp et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2012), and
altered autophagosome formation (Winslow et al., 2010). All of
these cellular defects may contribute to DA neurodegeneration
and PD pathogenesis.

How does VPS35 deficiency result in �-synuclein-accumulation?
Our results have pointed to impaired �-synuclein degradation as a
prime mechanism. WT �-synuclein is degraded by both pathways:
CMA and ubiquitin-proteasomal (Webb et al., 2003). Lamp2a is a
receptor of CMA crucial for �-synuclein degradation (Vogiatzi et al.,
2008; Mak et al., 2010; Xilouri et al., 2013b). Interestingly, Lamp2a is
reduced in VPS35-deficient or D620N-expressing DA neurons in
the midbrain (Figs. 6, 12). The Lamp2a reduction is associated with
the �-synuclein increase in VPS35-deficient DA neurons (Fig. 7C).
Expression of Lamp2a in VPS35-deficient DA neurons abolished

Figure 13. Illustration of a working model for VPS35 in Lamp2a endosomal-to-Golgi retrieval, where VPS35 assists in prevent-
ing Lamp2a degradation, promoting �-synuclein degradation, and suppressing PD pathogenesis.
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�-synuclein accumulation (Fig. 7E,F7). Thus, it is conceivable that
the impaired Lamp2a-mediated �-synuclein degradation underlies
the increase of �-synuclein protein levels in VPS35-deficient or mu-
tant DA neurons. This view is in line with the report that Lamp2a
reduction by its RNAi in culture results in accumulation of both
soluble and detergent-insoluble species of �-synuclein (Vogiatzi et
al., 2008). While we believe that this is a crucial step for �-synuclein
degradation, it may not be the only one. For CMA-mediated
�-synuclein degradation, in addition to Lamp2a-mediated recogni-
tion of its cargo protein, �-synuclein, it requires lysosome proteases,
such as cathepsin D (Qiao et al., 2008). It is of interest to note that
VPS35 deficiency also disrupts the trafficking of cathepsin D, though
this event is not confirmed in DA neurons yet (Xia et al., 2013; Follett
et al., 2014; Miura et al., 2014). We speculate that the �-synuclein
increase may result from the dysfunctional CMA and lysosomes in
VPS35-deficient DA neurons.

How does VPS35 regulate CMA and lysosome function? As we
know, VPS35 is a key component of the retromer that is essential for
endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of transmembrane proteins/cargos
(Bonifacino and Hurley, 2008; van Weering et al., 2010). A well
characterized cargo of VPS35/retromer is CI-M6PR, an M6P recep-
tor crucial for delivery of numerous lysosome proteases, including
cathepsin D (Seaman, 2004). Thus, it is possible that VPS35/retro-
mer deficiency or D620N mutation in DA neurons results in a loss of
endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of CI-M6PR and an impairment of CI-
M6PR-regulated lysosome function. In addition to CI-M6PR, our
results suggest that Lamp2a is another cargo of VPS35/retromer in
DA neurons. VPSS35 is necessary for endosome-to-Golgi retrieval of
Lamp2a and for maintenance of Lamp2a protein level in DA neu-
rons (Figs. 8, 9). This function is impaired by PD-linked VPS35-
D620N mutation (Fig. 11). These observations lead to the
speculation that by retrieval of both Lamp2a and CI-M6PR lyso-
some membrane proteins, VPS35/retromer plays a critical role in the
maintenance of proper functions of CMA-lysosome degradation
pathway. Insights may be gained by future work to further investi-
gate how the VPS35/retromer selectively regulates Lamp2a traffick-
ing in DA neurons and CMA/lysosome functions.

It is noteworthy that dysfunction in CMA has been reported in
both familial and sporadic PD (Cuervo and Wong, 2014). The two
most commonly mutated proteins in PD patients, �-synuclein and
LRRK2, undergo degradation in lysosomes via CMA (Cuervo and
Wong, 2014). Mutations in both �-synuclein and LRRK2 proteins
increased their binding to Lamp2a, which preclude not only their
own degradation, but also inhibit the degradation of other CMA
substrates (Martinez-Vicente et al., 2008; Orenstein et al., 2013; Cu-
ervo and Wong, 2014). For example, mutant LRRK2 impairs CMA-
mediated clearance of �-synuclein, exacerbating the intracellular
accumulation of �-synuclein (Orenstein et al., 2013). The persis-
tence of �-synuclein bound to the lysosomal membrane further
compromises CMA activity, forming a vicious cycle (Martinez-
Vicente et al., 2008; Cuervo and Wong, 2014). In addition, CMA
malfunction is found in PD patients’ brain samples (Alvarez-Erviti et
al., 2010). A good correlation is detected between brain-regional
deficiency in Lamp2a and the selective vulnerability of the brain
regions to �-synuclein aggregation (Malkus and Ischiropoulos,
2012; Murphy et al., 2015). Our results presented in this paper are in
line with these observations, revealing a link between VPS35 defi-
ciency/mutation with Lamp2a/CMA impairment, and providing
additional evidence for dysfunction in CMA to contribute to PD
pathogenesis.

While we believe that the impaired CMA-mediated �-synuclein
degradation is a crucial mechanism underlying VPS35 deficiency or
mutation-associated PD pathogenesis, it does not exclude other pos-

sibilities. For example, VPS25-D620N is found to impair glutama-
tergic neurotransmission likely due to the altered AMPA-type
glutamate receptor trafficking (Munsie et al., 2015). VPS35 was re-
cently reported to interact with EIF4G1, and to be involved in pro-
tein translation (Dhungel et al., 2015). The VPS35-EIF4G1 complex
may be impaired by VPS35 deficiency and/or mutation, which may
also contribute to the increase of �-synuclein. It is possible that
VPS35 deficiency or mutation leads to deficits in multiple molecu-
lar/cellular pathways, and a combination of these deficits promotes
PD pathogenesis.
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